Footsteps Part 2:
High Stepping Along The Yellow Brick Road
Timeline 2016 - 2018

Preface: More Revealings
For those who had a hard time keeping up with the pace of adventures and Footsteps in
Part 1, you had better put on your rollerblades and a jetpack as the pace quickens along the
Yellow Brick Road.
Breathing seems to stop when you try to keep up with Neil Keenan. There just doesn’t seem
to be enough time to inhale before something new confronts him and Team-K as they come
around the next sharp bend in the road at breakneck speed.

“PHEW!” Doesn’t seem to capture these moments of constant challenges and
changes. Newness and awareness pop out of the bushes with each exposure, and the hits
just keep coming.
So put your hands high in the air and start screaming as you hop on Neil’s magic carpet ride
as he high steps through the playgrounds of the Cabal. This is a real life adventure and you
are invited along for the ride of your life. Buckle UP!

Footsteps of the Amanah 2016
“Take Me Out To The Ball Game”
January 2016 – Neil Keenan

“First of all our opposition has had their side picked for a long time, while we are near
formation of ours and about ready to let things fly, so the best I can think of saying is “give
me that damn bat we are not losing today or any day”… I just have to be ready for the
spitter, you see, they do not play fair…”
That is how Neil started the New Year... at bat and he came out swinging.
And as will be seen, it was another year of home runs and knocking people out of the box.
They threw curveballs, sliders and even a few BRICS at him, but he and Group-K clobbered
them all and cleaned the field with their dirty shirts.
January started off with the launching of the newly posted and detailed “Timeline 20082015” in review, with added background embellishments and side stories.

This can be seen by going to neilkeenan.com and archived posts for January 2016. This
added more color and character to some of what had taken place and you are left with a
“PHEW! He did all that!” amazed feeling as you read on and on.
Remember that 2016 was an election year so Neil had to mention what was happening with
his long time friend Donald Trump.
Yes, he knows Donald personally and way back then Neil predicted that he would win the
election. From that time on, Trump would play a very important part in many of the things
Neil was quietly doing for him.

Neil also couldn’t sign off without a slam over the fence about the Cabal and their hiding out
in New Zealand.
He and Richard de Montgomerie (a member of Group-K currently in New Zealand)
collaborated on a shining light exposé that drew attention to the Elites filtering in and
conquering New Zealand by buying up huge tracts of land and building bunker complexes
hidden under new mansions.
This has become a major economic problem for the country as all this new foreign capital
transferred in has resulted in serious inflation and displacement of ordinary New Zealanders
- Maori, Pakeha and otherwise - thanks in a big way to liberal politicians.

This was also the serious start of Neil doing monthly Video Posts with transcriptions that
add additional first hand flavor to happening events. The January video features “Frosty”,
his new winter friend.
February 2016 was back to the attack and the introduction of a new contributor, “The Asian
Insider”, who was an Ivy League, Western trained direct Consultant to Senior Dragon Family
Elders. He was a welcome addition to Neil’s Team and would play a regular role in
contributing informative posts to the Group.

They Are All Watching You: ‘Malaysia’
Neil said that he would come out swinging and the first to strike out was Malaysia’s Prime
Minister, Najib Razak.

Former Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak

“At first I shook my head to make sure everything was actually working right and that I was
reading it right, and hearing right and so on. Once I said, “Okay, let’s get down to it and find
out where this is taking us”, I learned that in just one day, on February 9th, this scam would
be taking place. Fortunately, the deal was postponed until sometime after the Chinese New
Year.”
The complex financial situation that Neil exposed involved the Malaysian Prime Minister’s
formation of a “sovereign” One Malaysian Development Berhad (1MDB) trust corporation

ostensibly to finance local and profitable overseas investments. Being a “sovereign trust”
meant that its entire operations were backed by Malaysian Government Guarantees.

In essence this was a personal slush fund where the Prime Minister and his appointed
financial handlers could bilk the country out of Billions of Dollars and salt those financial
assets into offshore tax havens and hidden accounts.
This was essentially a mirror of the “Clinton Foundation” as a model way for the Cabal to
bankrupt Malaysia or at lease cause major financial and political problems for the country.
And lo and behold, who was the financial consultant and mastermind behind this? It was
none other than the Cabal’s darling , “Goldman Sachs”, who pocketed millions and left the
Malaysian people holding the debt bill.

The original 1MBD deal was so shaky and exposed that even Goldman Sachs had to
eventually run away from it, with Chairman Tim Leissner resigning his post in Singapore
(after walking away with full pockets). Goldman Sachs were getting the hell out of Dodge.

On the other hand the PM would love for this to end BUT he had nowhere to go. His hand
was clearly in the till, financing his own lavish lifestyle and re-election. The beans were
spilled and he desperately needed a way out.
You can read about this all over the Internet, but that is not what the complete situation
was, and there was so much more at stake. This is where Neil enters the picture.
On the surface this could be considered an internal problem in Malaysia, but, in fact, it was
a far greater problem with world-wide consequences. It was about to affect many nations
which thereby creates a second level of the scam including the scurry to find the funds to
cover up the first scam.
The second level is meant not only to enslave the Malaysian people and their economy for
the next 49 years to their newly found foreign masters but it would also put a quick finish to
the US Dollar as we know it.
What was of grave concern right now was the $14 Trillion USD in a cash deposit in an
offshore bank in Labuan, Malaysia. It was real, and it was legally deposited, but the FED, the
CIA, Switzerland and others had already made it clear to this person that owned these funds
that they cannot be used.
Yet, here we have this serious scam sneaking up onto Center Stage ready to engulf the
world and destroy many an economy. Who is responsible for this?
It was none other than “Bongbong” Marcos, the son of the former Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos. He was born Ferdinand Romualdez Marcos on September 13, 1957, and
is widely known as “Bongbong” Marcos.

Bongbong Marcos

His father was never a “Depositor” of the Dragon Family assets, but only a “Holder” of them
which is an important difference. However, the payments relating to the leasing of those
assets ended up in many bunkers throughout Asia from where the $14 Trillion arose.
Allegedly, this grand amount emerged from much smaller beginnings but went into trade
programs (PPP’s) where it was turned and rolled over and over and over until it became
such a number.
Again, it is real, and it is in place. But it cannot and must not be used now, because it would
damage or destroy much of the world’s economy!
Also, the releasing of such funds would destroy the US Dollar as the world reserve currency
(which the USD is now on a course to destroy itself with Kazarian Mafia characters running
the show who are strongly intent on accomplishing this agenda).

Core Edicts Of The Khazarian Zionist Mafia Top Command

Thus, this attempted play by “Bongbong” Marcos was pushing the crucial time schedule
forward to today rather than tomorrow. He might be part of the overall plan, as he is part of
the New World Order, just as his father was. If this is so, then why is he not listening to
those who are telling him that he cannot do anything with such a huge amount?
Why? Because he has the “green light” to move forward, and, if so, it is up to the rest of the
world to stop such a perilous move! It will be widely destructive enough to each and every
nation.
The exchange deal was to swap 4.5 Malaysian Ringgit (MR) to $1 USD (4.5:1 exchange rate)
resulting in Bongbong receiving MR 63 TRILLION cash plus annual interest payments. Najib
and friends would receive a healthy commission and US Dollars needed to bailout
1MDB. The Deal was to take place on February 9, 2016. (The deal had now been postponed,
in order to sneak it through during or right after the Chinese New Year).
A full 30% of this was to be returned as a kickback the Cabal cronies and Malaysians who
were involved in the deal to cover the 1MDB fiasco with the rest being turned over to
Bongbong who would then essentially OWN Malaysia.
Neil’s timely exposure of this scam effectively scuttled their plot, leaving Najib and Company
to face the music and Bongbong being questioned in the Philippines for not using his stash
to help the Philippine people.
Neil carries a BIG BAT... and with a few swings more went over the fence.

March 2016 Neil came in like a lion with Neil’s eyes now focused on Indonesia and more
specifically what was happening in West Papua gold mines, as lucrative mining leases were
up for renewal and Indonesia was not happy with the American mining company’s latest
offer.
In matter of fact, not anything of this nature would ever have been revealed had Benjamin
Fulford not made accusations such as, “Jokowi was going to meet with the P2 Lodge and the
Vatican while he visited Holland”.
Neil wrote, “Being personally entrenched in Indonesia, I thought it best that I follow this
thing through to reveal to us and the Indonesian people what really is happening in West
Papua. It did not matter if Ben was right. This is not a pissing contest. This is about bringing
things accurately to the people, and, boy oh boy, what did we learn!”
On March 10, 2016…12 days before the bombings in Brussels, Belgium, King Willem
Alexander and the Queen Maxima of the Netherlands paid an official visit to France to meet
with French President Hollande.
Prior to this meeting Indonesian President Jokowi met with the King and Queen where
he laid out his demands in his usual humble manner, this time it was regarding the gold and
uranium deposits in Indonesia.
Before making any mining contract changes, Jokowi needed to be assured that the Dutch
had everything in place. This meant France and its state-owned mining company AREVA
were onboard. Without France as a major part of the agreement regarding gold and
uranium mining made by Jokowi, contracts would not take place.
The behind story that Neil revealed was that there was a plot by various persons in the
Executive Branches of the Indonesian government who were planning on stealing the Global
assets that belong to others… that they would attempt to raid the bunkers the Elders have
taken care of for many years, smelt the bullion down and transfer it out of the country
under the cover of the French / Dutch mining consortium.
Well, it matters not seeing that the IMF, BIS, WORLD BANK and Indonesia itself are now
placed on notice that those Assets are owned by the Depositors, not the Elders.
And all gold smelted carries its own registered chemical DNA signature so that even resmelting or mixing can easily be traced back to the original registered bars.
These assets are all registered within the BIS, as well as, with prominent banks worldwide,
so their every move will be monitored. Old gold can clearly and easily be distinguished
beside newly mined Indonesian gold.
The Dragon Family doubts that President Jokowi knew of such plans and they did visit
Jokowi with actual details of this plot to use Dutch and French government companies
under the guise of mining new minerals to smelt down and steal bunker bullion in billions
from the Indonesian people.

Neil’s postings put an end to that nefarious plot. He promised that he would protect
Indonesia and its people and he stood by that promise even when other Indonesians just
stood back watching. You have your Champion.
Not much happened in April so Neil just wrote a short post regarding a discussion that he
had with M2 concerning Europe and how the Europeans should spend more time looking for
THEIR deposited wealth that was already placed in the Global Collateral Accounts and their
own hidden (Royal) bunkers and pay less attention to stealing Dragon Family assets. There
is more than enough in their homelands to go comfortably around.
‘What the Greeks and rest of Europe should concentrate on are their very own assets as
depositors of the Global Collateral Accounts (Finland as well). All Europe contributed to this,
and their assets still remain at large in Europe, not Asia, as some think, although Asian
assets are also in Europe in major banks who are allegedly holding them for the depositors.
Yes, we know where some are. It is a job to do, but once done, we will never have to worry
about debts again. Everyone concerned had better get moving and do your jobs before the
Western Globalists decide to go after your very own funds and end up calling them their
own!
My M2 advised me that there is so much money, not just for Europe, but for the entire
world! If so, why are we fighting? The answer is simple: The Globalists insist they control the
world, and they cannot do it with so many of us awakening! Depopulation is necessary for
them to maintain control. This is not going to happen without a fight!”
May 2016… a New Fight!

Old Republic Versus New Republic: THE JIGS UP
For too many years we have been plagued by what we called “Government” when in fact it
was always nothing more than a “Corporation” in virtually every country.
This next exposure came about when Neil heard about the “New Republic”!
This exposure was the latest conjuring of the US Deep State Cabal as a way to scuttle the
OLD REPUBLIC defined under the original Constitution with a NEW REPUBLIC under a NEW
modern Constitution, which was just flying a new flag with new colors or what have you.
This treasonous plot was hatched by the Deep State as a solution to the debt collapse of
the corporate Municipal and Territorial United States Governments (yes two illegal
imposters) which were spawned in 1871 when Congress illegally substituted a “corporate”
entity for the original constitutional Republic (and no one told the American people).
Currently both corporate “United States” have been intentionally run into the ground
through Cabal debt slavery and bankruptcy programs in an orchestrated plan to destroy
America financially, economically and politically, and then come in as New World Order
Saviors.

So in May 2016 during the confusion of an election year as cover, the Deep State launched
the idea of establishing a “NEW (corporate) REPUBLIC” to replace the two debt ridden
and defunct corporate bastards and the Old Republic with a new slave master…... a new
dawn, a new day, a fresh start.
What Neil found was that this New United States Republic had already been registered in
FRANCE! The new company had already been formed!
And Americans were NOT THE OWNERS!
A bit more Neil digging revealed some of the US political (Cabal) supporters that included
Republican House Speaker, Paul Ryan, and Joint Chief of Staff, General “Dumbford”
Dunford, being “positioned to transition” the New “united States “into an new era of
Admiralty enslavement.
To understand how this situation arose, it comes as a result of the division between
Corporate Statute Law (also known as Admiralty Law, Commercial Law, Law of the Sea)
and Common Law (Law of the Land).
Admiralty Laws are man-made laws, statutes, codes and regulations that incorporated
governments create as forms of population “control” by the Elite. “Corporations” are
FICTIONS OR MADE-UP ENTITIES that the Elite use to hoodwink the population into
believing that these companies are “legal entities” that have power and jurisdiction over
“real” men and women. And that lie is supported by the Elite’s policy enforcers (police),
military and financial debt slavery methods. It is all about CONTROL.
Common Law is generally based on Universal Truths such as the Ten Commandments and
other basic, common religious beliefs or moral standards that are set within a society and
that act upon “real” “living” “flesh and blood” persons. This is what the original Organic
United States Constitution is legally based on.
Corporate or Commercial Law works with “fictions” (false entities created in the mind),
and as such requires YOU to believe a BIG LIE that their “created strawman beings”
created in your name are “YOU”!
Then they rely on the fact that at birth, your parents signed a Birth Certificate Contract
that registered YOU as a slave (property) of a corporate State and that your baptism or
corporate approved religion allows the Pope to own your eternal soul. Thank you but no
thanks! We are AWAKE!
And so it would appear that the current convoluted, underhanded maneuver by the Bad
Guys to create a New Republic was just another facade to cover up the bankrupted USA Inc.
and United States of America Inc. with new commercial toilet paper.
Apparently this New Republic had been chartered in France (again) with the Treasury
domiciled on a sovereign Indian Nation Reservation outside Reno, Nevada, and with funding
(gold backing) by the Chinese, although which ones remains to be seen.

Then there is a Third Group headed by persons unknown who have filed with the Hague
that the De Jure united States of America under Common Law still exists and is alive and
well with a duly appointed Congress, Senate and President, and presumably Common Law
Judges like Judge Anna, BUT still with no Continental Congress meeting of All States; thus
lacking in some legitimacy.
It remains to be seen if the perpetrators pushing the New Republic will revive this as an
underhanded strategy, but THEIR RV’s (Currency Revaluations) and GCR (Global Currency
Reset) are part of this Cabal plot and are just “business as usual” moves that don’t solve
the problem and still include the enslavement of world economies and all of mankind.
We hope that you are beginning to see that Neil’s exposures are at the highest levels. And
as you sit watching your TV and eating popcorn, he and Group-K are out on the real front
lines, risking their lives, fortunes and safety FOR YOU.
Think about that for a minute... how in May 2016... he saved America.
The Summer of 2016 was a quiet time outwardly, but many new things were blooming and
fruiting in Neil’s yard.
July saw the final clearing of the air about OITC with Kathy Mattenson writing a lengthy post
about the truth of what had really transpired within the OITC and with Neil. Canadian, Kathy
Mattenson, is the Chairperson of the OITC, and she received this title from Ray C. Dam
whom she greatly assisted in his time of need.
Ray Dam, Kathy, and Neil Keenan reached an agreement as to what, why, where, when, and
how David Sale, an OITC employee, had falsely used Neil Keenan’s (SKR Holder) safekeeping
receipt of the Dragon Family’s notes and twisted Daniel Dal Bosco’s simple little brain into
believing the OITC were the actual owners of the Notes themselves rather than the possible
holders (with neither of which being the truth).
Thereafter, one lie always led to another with Sale and David “Crayfish” Crayford, who was a
professional dis-information agent who Sale brought in to cause confusion and misdirections.
The ‘Peacemaker’ Kathy wrote:“Mr. Crayfish (AKA Crayford), I’ve sat quietly for some time now watching your lying and
bullshit being slung about repeatedly in public.
Neil Keenan is right that you and David Sale AKA David Righter ([together with] Candace
from Abundant Hope does not know anything and, unfortunately falls for everything) have
been relentless in your pursuit to take control of the Collateral Accounts.
The odd one out here, but not to be outdone, is Keith Scott who was advising Neil Keenan
regarding the Collateral Accounts by assisting Neil in the now world famous Financial
Tyranny Lawsuit.

Scott added fuel to this fire after Neil learned that Ray was going to be assassinated. Scott
told Neil that David Sale had made contact with Ray at the Prison Hospital in Phnom Penh.
In fact, it was Scott himself who contacted Ray, as he lay dying on the first floor of the
hospital (which is where the assassinations take place) and told him that Ray would die in
excruciating pain if he did not turn over the OITC accounts that Ray held, to Scott himself.
Scott had no idea that Ray would live through the night.
Not once did Scott tell Neil Keenan the truth of this matter; yet there is no question
culpability fell under the umbrella of the OITC, because Sale, Crayfish and Scott actually were
employed by the Organization.”
For those who wish for accuracy… Sale or Crayfish were NEVER the Chairman of OITC or any
other organization. No one should be stupid enough to believe David Sale or Keith Scott any
more or to make a Crayfish anything more than the “Bottom Feeding Scum Sucker” that he
already is.
Kathy still laughs whenever she hears Crayfish keeps popping up with something more
moronic to say.
This pretty much closed the chapter on the OITC as Neil has refuted all of Crayfish’s
allegations with truth and thoroughly exposed Sale and Scott for the frauds that they
are. Neil is still in occasional touch with Ray Dam who returned to Canada, and there is no
longer any interference from the OITC.

August 2016
This was an interesting posting month for Neil as it included (1) the first introduction of the
Bio-Resonance Therapy (BRT) Healing Computer, (2) a son Neil almost had and (3) the Sri
Lanka-Japan gold deal exposure.

The Bio-Resonance Therapy Healing Computer
The BRT Healing Computer introduction was the first time that this advanced medical
technology had been displayed in public and made available for sale.
Unlike traditional pharmaceutical medicine, this new technology used natural “frequencies”
generated by the computer to align properly the specific frequencies of each human organ’s
normal healthy vibration and particularly stimulating the immune system allowing the body
to heal itself.

The BRT Healing Computer had gone through years of testing and program development
with proven effectiveness in treating almost all human ailments from cancers and kidney
failure to the common flu [and that has now included the corona virus].
A treatment session begins with a three minute full body scan followed by a detailed report
and graphical display of any physical problems. This is followed by a 15-20 minute healing
session that the computer algorithms specifically tailor to the patient. This includes subroutines that destroy harmful pathogens like bacteria, harmful yeasts, viruses, worms and
other invaders, and then applies specific healing frequencies to the patient.

At the end of the session a second full body scan is performed and these results are
compared with the initial scan where the patient can then see actual healing that has taken
place in their bodies.
The BRT Healing computer is still available on custom order from Neil but it has been upgraded now to the Third Generation which is even a more powerful healing machine.

Sri Lanka Exposed
Neil, of course, could not let the month go by without another financial scandal exposure.
This time it was Sri Lanka in his sites and their disposal of 20,000 metric tons of gold to
Japanese (Government) Buyers.
Initially Neil was under the assumption that we had nailed the former Sri Lankan President
and Japanese Gold buyers (as well as, the Japanese government) in an attempted theft of
20 thousand metric tons of gold.
As things turned out, it was not an attempted theft, it was a theft already cemented – and 4
years prior.
Most recently, Neil received illuminating phone calls and detailed information relating to a
2012 illegal Gold transaction between Sri Lanka and Japan. And because it was directly
related to the Global Accounts, Neil and Group K had now come to the rescue!
Upon further investigation and our decisive action in verifying said research, we
discovered that the Global Accounts were indeed tampered with in 2012 and Assets were
stolen by the following:
Japan, Sri Lanka, Credit Suisse Securities Limited.
Japuga Holding Company, Limited.
Mr. Keji Matsumura, Corporate
Advisor Of Japuga Holding Company, Limited In Japan.
Mr. Rajagopal Kartheepan, Mr. Reiji Onizawa (Credit Suisse Securities (Japan) Limited.
Director -Global Foreign Exchange Sales.
Sri Lankan Former President Mahinda Rajapakse.

The above mentioned are known to have participated along with others (both known and
unknown) in the theft of 20,000 MT of Gold from the Global Accounts, belonging to
DEPOSITOR (the Owner and the Dragon Family), being held in the bunkers of Sri Lanka under
the protection of the former President of Sri Lanka, Mahinda Rajapakse, who at that time
was the HOLDER of said assets (Not the Owner).

Here is the key information about what happened at that time:
1). The Japanese Japuga Holding Company Limited (Co-Director Mrs. Uwataki Tamae) made
payment for 20,000 MT of Gold through HSBC Bank.
2). Credit Suisse Securities Limited appointed Japuga as MANDATES for this knowing it was
an illegal transaction.
3). Mr. Keiji Matsumura Corporate Advisor of Japuga Holding Company, Limited in Japan
was appointed to proceed with this metal transaction.
4). Mr. Matsumura appointed Mr. Rajagopal Kartheepan I.D. No. 833433342 V to proceed
on behalf of Japuga and Credit Suisse with the relevant authorities in Sri Lanka.
5.) JAPANESE ILLEGAL BUYER DETAILS:
Mr. Reiji Onizawa, Credit Suisse Securities (Japan) Limited, Director -Fixed Income, Global
Foreign Exchange Sales.
Address: Izumi Garden Tower, 1-6-1 Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106-6024, Japan. The
Contact numbers kept private and for authorities only.
6.) SRI LANKAN ILLEGAL SELLER DETAILS:
Sri Lankan ex-President Mahinda Rajapakse (HOLDER of the Gold Accounts on behalf of the
DEPOSITORS – the Dragon Family) did sell said Gold to Japuga Holding Company, Limited
and delivery took place in 2012 to Japan to Credit Suisse Securities, Mr. Reiji Onizawa, of 20
Thousand Metric Tons, thus completing this illegal transaction.

The Seller received payment which was, and most likely still is, located in the Central Bank
of Sri Lanka and if not there, the money trail will be followed. Also no one other than the
former Sri Lankan President and a few others have received any payments at all!
What was earmarked for Humanitarian Packages ended up in the hands of a few greedy
Globalists. Consequently, a full audit had been immediately commenced in Sri Lanka as a
result of Neil’s post.
Without delay a fully-fledged transparent, ongoing investigation is required following the
incriminating lead and fact-filled documents in Neil’s hands substantiating the above
evidence as having taken place along with uncovering in great detail each and every
participant’s role.
Unfortunately, what you will find is that this conspiracy extends to the West – right back
into the hands of more Globalists! What we need to strongly emphasize to governments,
which are actually corporations, as well as, to the Globalist banks, et cetera, is that THEY
WILL NO LONGER BE TOLERATED!
Former President Mahinda Rajapakse, the Holder and the SELLER, betrayed not only the
Global Accounts and the Dragon Family, but he also deceived his very own people and his
country – who did not receive one cent, despite the funds being deposited in the Sri Lankan
Central Bank.
The Sri Lankan people thought the assets belonged to the National Treasury for the wellbeing of their country. Whichever way you look at it, a huge theft took place with impunity
(however, that will change very soon!)
Furthermore, the former President turned his back on any and all aides who assisted him in
this transaction, thus making the theft complete. His crony, the current President of Sri
Lanka, is also hereby implicated in this matter and should not be allowed to escape justice.
To be clear, you have nowhere to go or hide!
There are NO escape routes! We’re coming for you!
That is how Neil Keenan and Group-K operate… in Truth.

Hades Rising Again in September 2016
Karen Hudes clearly understands THE RULE OF LAW. She just doesn’t seem to understand
that it applies to HER and the UN / IMF / World Bank in trying to steal the Global
Collateral Accounts for themselves.
There is no corporate entity such as the UN, IMF or World Bank which has any legal
authority to claim assets of any individual, or to appoint anyone to make such claim as
having authority by way of a mandate or appointed Trusteeship, granted by any Board of
Directors or Financial Advisory made up of Finance Ministers of various countries. That type
of act is only a blatant FRAUD.

A Non-Party has no legal authority or Standing in this matter of the Collateral Accounts as it
is a legal contract between the Depositors and Bank of International Settlements (BIS) ONLY.
Stupid is and Stupid does Karen was thus given a proper historical and legal lesson by Neil
once again.
This monthly post ended with financial teasers regarding other news of interest. It
appeared that 1.0 Million Metric Tonnes of gold has been sold by the King of Thailand. How
or why he would sell something that does not really belong to him warrants immediate
auditing.
The Dragon Family should dispatch Sister to said location and/or acquire the gold
registration numbers and research just how much of that gold belongs to the Family itself.
Thailand does have serious amounts of gold, but also stored Dragon Family and Persian
Royal Family deposits.
Additional information shared was that President Park of South Korea had ordered the
military to take over a bunker that she does not own.
It is time for the Dragon Family to come forth immediately and stand fast in recovering and
taking over their own assets. (This action and that of her former President father will be the
subject of another show-and-tell later.)
Then the Family needs to leave these fake governments to deal with their own life and
death situations by themselves. If Sister were appointed to audit said Accounts, no stone
would remain unturned.
Then everything will be returned to the Depositors, as it should have been done a long time
ago (before the West could literally steal the East blind).

October 2016 - The English Insider Returns
October brought another supporting and informative post by the Asian Insider who added
spice and chilies to Neil’s boiling stew pot. It was always nice to hear from him and the
uplifting words of support that he gave to Neil and the Team.
They needed it as another scandal was brewing.

The Bank Of England, Carney and One Million Metric Tons of Gold Caper
The Malaysian Prime Minister, Najib Razak, again tries another tactic to bail himself out of
his 1MBD mess.
This time he finds himself in the limelight once again along with everybody’s best friend,
Alfredo Sauren, (the fake counterfeiting M1), the Thai [Corporate] Government, the US

Federal Reserve and [Corporate] Chairperson, Janet Yellen, and also the Bank of England
and its Governor, Mark Carney.

The Bank of England

That was enough in this stew pot for Neil to mix up with his bat.
Najib Razak, this time will need to answer to his own people as he has been deceiving them
for what seems like forever. Malaysia deserves much better than Najib, who is no more than
a common thief.
The others involved should be picked up and tried in their own countries. When you read
further in this preface you will discover that what they are attempting to do without even
the Depositors knowledge is absolutely treacherous.

Janet Yellen served as Chair of the Federal Reserve from 2014 - 2018

The size of this financial package is staggering but we will get to this in due course. But the
1 Million MT of Gold (Yes – One Million Metric Tons of Gold) deal seems to have come
together and Najib and Sauren have already flown off to meet with Yellen to sell the
Golden Dragon Family’s gold for new US FIAT currency.
Busted!
All commission agreements have now been worked out.
It seems all that is required is for the FED and the Bank of England to sign off, which has
apparently happened given that Najib and Saurin had already flown the coop.

Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney - (Ex Governor of the Bank of Canada)

The twist here is that Alfredo Sauren is accompanying Najib on this trip which means he is
brokering this deal.
This would be logical as both parties have been putting together the deal with Malaysian
Authorities (Najib also being the Minister of Finance) for quite a while, with one side having
connections with the Thai supplier of the Gold (the old Thai King had passed on and his son
and/or military were now running the country so this would make more sense as the late
King never allowed the Gold to leave Thailand) and with Sauren writing up and printing the
Gold Certificates in Hong Kong.
These characters all are in this to enrich themselves, to steal assets belonging to the
Depositors (The Golden Dragon Family), and to split up approximately 3 Trillion USD in
payouts…
Let me share with you the numbers:
Gold at US$ 50,000/Kg x 1,000,000,000 Kgs = US$ 50,000 000,000,000 (Trillion)
Gold Certificates made by Alfredo Sauren in Hong Kong x 20 = USD 1,000,000,000,000,000
(1 Quadrillion USD) to be issued to the market based on the gold deposited

In USD Federal Collateralized New Fiat Issues 20+x=20 Quadrillion USD or more as FED
notes are collateralized globally at 20 times again through Central and prime international
banks and banksters.
Yup, Yup And Yup: Everyone gets a Billion Dollar or a Trillion Dollar Commission!
And get this: Not one bar is owned by those selling them!
What a hoot eh?
And Neil is in there stirring the pot with his bat. What a stinking stew!
And while all this is going on there is more filthy, worthless FIAT FED USD currency spilled
everywhere once again, right where we left this monster off…
Japanese (Kamiya) is looking to purchase Gold in South Korea at this time. He represents
Japan.
Korea officials holding Golden Dragon Family Gold are shopping around.
Again, Japan attempts to steal someone’s gold and Korea looks to sell it knowing it is not
theirs. When will they ever learn?
Next in line is Indonesia (!) and now some of their top Elders are working on their sales with
Swiss Banks.
Neil has the names of the Banks and representatives and will keep them confidential for
now – but Neil does advise both the Banks and the Indonesian Elders in this case to
proceed with extreme caution, given the established fact that neither side owns any asset
involved in this transaction.
Alas once more, Cabal crooks and their underlings are planning on selling out the Family’s
assets. We are talking about Trillions and or Quadrillions of Dollars worth of stolen Assets.
Remember the sellers and deal brokers in these illegal transactions own none of the assets
concerned.
Not one party involved in these deals is legally entitled to be doing what they are doing.
The assets we speak of were intended to be used for humanitarian purposes for the people
of the planet and most especially Indonesia and not for the pockets of the Cabal and their
bottom-feeding minions.
In other news, after seeing so much fiat money being tossed around for Gold you must
congratulate President Duterte of the Philippines for tossing out the Globalists and looking
for sovereignty for his lands.

President Duterte of the Philippines

Congratulations Mr. President; if everyone in Asia only took your stand the world would be
a better place and the Globalists would not only have one less place to hide – but no longer
any place to spill their make believe FIATs. We wish you well.

Former Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands is on the Trail Attempting Thievery
Once Again
November 2016
The Cabal never quit and keep attempting to impose their will on smaller nations. Former
Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands is a good example.
After she screwed up a perfectly good financial transaction in 2012, one that would have
benefited not only the Dutch Royal Family but the people of The Netherlands as well, the
greedy old woman showed her ineptitude by bungling another deal.

Former Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands

The old witch now was attempting to deceive President Jokowi and the Nation of
Indonesia – with what Beatrix and her circus are calling a “Debt Repayment.”
In other words, Beatrix, a representative of the family that created the Bilderberg Group
(the biggest group of thieves on the planet who have just had their asses handed to them by
way of the triumphs of both Nigel Farage and Donald J. Trump), were now trying it again in a
different way by claiming that Indonesia owed the Dutch Royal Family debt repayments
accrued over the years that the Dutch ruled Indonesia.

On this latest occasion, the established Royals’ Cabal were making a last ditch attempt to
steal someone else’s gold by propping up this incompetent old woman, Beatrix, and pushing
her into the fray with false claims and fabricated facts.
However, when the people of the Netherlands become clear in the understanding that their
(former) Queen literally screwed them – they just might become unruly.
On the other side of the coin and in an earlier endeavor that Neil exposed, Queen Elizabeth
II had Beatrix effectively boxed in at all times. You see, Liz Windsor had her intelligence
underlings listening in to everything that was going on at all times in the Dutch castels.
And BOTH Lizzy and Beatrix are not true bloodline Royals. They are FAKES making fake
claims.

Remember when Beatrix was called out by Neil to discuss the Certificate of Deposit, Queen
Elizabeth II and her intelligence flunkies were listening in on everything as it was being
planned.
Here we have the Globalists all in favor of the New World Order and constantly screwing
one another in order to be the fox that runs the hen house. In the earlier deal noted above
(the one that Beatrix ruined with her greed) everything had been initiated by Neil Keenan
and Dragon Family Signatory, Akihiko Yamaguchi.
Neil Keenan held unlimited Power of Attorney which enabled the transaction to take place,
along with of course Yamaguchi, to sign off on the Certificate of Deposit. But this is not the
way it was to play out.
Neil recollects how events transpired:

“This could have been a very easy transaction to complete but the greed of the monsters
that actually ruled our planet (who are now on their way out and not fast enough) surfaced
and it became a fight between families that are supposedly tied into one another by blood.
So much for relations. Then again they are a special ugly kind of dog or horse aren’t they?
When I initially contacted Queen Beatrix I made it clear that her mother (Queen Juliana) had
been the Nominee over a CD (Certificate of Deposit) with a value of 2.13 Trillion USD (see
the documentation below).
I explained to her that the CD was in the Bank of Toyko Mitsubishi, and an agreement had
been reached between her Mother and the Dragon Family.

It emerged that Queen Beatrix had no knowledge of any such transaction, nor of her Mother
being named Nominee – in not just this transaction but other transactions as well.

In this regard the CD had long ago matured and should have been capitalized on but Queen
Juliana had passed away without leaving any notice to her daughter, (soon to be Queen) and
this is where it was left until the Signatory of the Dragon Family (Yamaguchi) and myself
brought it forward to the Bilderberg leader (not that I knew that at the time as this was
before I was well versed in the Cabal).
Queen Juliana’s Mother and Father had created the hideously vulgar Bilderberg Group,
whose plans were to basically take over this planet with a New World Order. This has now
been outlined in many a document.
It was at this point in the proceedings that the machinations of evil intent took place.
Queen Beatrix, upon learning that such a CD had existed and had matured, rather than
spending a few minutes learning that the real Depositors were the Dragon Family, jumped
the gun and sent her son (now King) Willem Alexander to Tokyo to see if he could abscond
with the CD without anyone receiving any payments other than herself.

As already noted, Queen Elizabeth II was well aware of this enterprise and had her
intelligence organizations listening in on Beatrix and her staff. Elizabeth’s people were well
aware of Willem-Alexander’s departure for Tokyo and so she had her son Prince Charles
follow Willem Alexander.
Upon arrival, Willem-Alexander acquired the necessary information but was told that they
could do nothing without the release of the depositors, therefore he could not make claim to
the CD, although he attempted to.
Given that Willem-Alexander had no luck, and having ‘left the door open’, Charles decided to
try his luck using his mothers name, (The Queen of England) only to be informed that the
Windsors were not involved in said transaction in any way, shape or form.
Charles left also.
Both had attempted to deceive not only the Dragon Family and each other, but their nations
as well.
The Dutch Royal Family was to earn 3% of said value (2.13 Trillion USD) and the Dutch
nation, 2%.”
What a loss for the people of The Netherlands, who Neil was trying to help.

Not a bad chunk of change, especially considering that Queen Beatrix knew nothing about it
until Neil brought her up to speed.
That leads us to the present day...
Benjamin Fulford recently stated that former Queen Beatrix and her sons were going to visit
with President Jokowi in an attempt to collect “the foreign debt owed to them”.
We wonder what foreign debt this could possibly be, when in fact the Dutch raped
Indonesia as much as could be including the many deaths in Java and West Papua over gold.
If anything the West never placed any of their own assets into any bunkers in the East, other
than what they owed for the leased gold-backing for their own currencies. And no one has
ever seen nor heard anything about any debt owed to the Dutch. Only just “the opposite.”
What Neil did notice though, was that the West and their “Royal” families were scrambling
for whatever tidbits any Third World nation or former colony wishes to give them.
These families attempt to continuously collect on the assets belonging to the Depositors
within the World Bank, BIS and IMF.
They reach out relentlessly, trying to take whatever does not belong to them with the little
time they have left, as they are being brought down to their knees. Their deceptions are
being exposed to the people of the planet.

These families have no right to anything! If Queen Juliana was a Nominee and left no Will or
testament detailing such, then no one will be as kind as Yamaguchi and the Dragon Family

were, in offering her the piece her mother would have received for being the Nominee for
the Certificate of Deposit.
What is really happening now is that the Dutch “Royalty” were again attempting to deceive
President Jokowi and we doubt that the Indonesian gentleman President would stoop so
low as to grant them their wishes, as he knows that even the Indonesian President does not
own the Certificate of Deposit.
Nor do the Bank Holders own the Certificate of Deposit.
Only the Depositors own the Certificate of Deposit.
Should any metals or paper assets leave Indonesia – or anywhere – they will find Neil
Keenan and Group-K waiting for them.

December - A Good Time for Throwing Snowballs
We now have a great abundance of information clearly relating to the THIRD hijacking of
the WESTERN FINANCIAL SYSTEM.
The first two were Bretton Woods 1 and 2. And now we have a 3rd attempt to steal all
financial assets in the West, as well as, the East prior to the inauguration of President
Trump on January 20th.
Mr. Yoshiaki Kobayashi is currently attempting to steal from the bunkers in South Korea.
He is working with the Japanese Imperial Court and is the Emperor’s right hand man in
this attempted theft.

Neil had dealt with Kobayasi before and this time was the same song as the first. He was
making the same outrageous claims such as that the Dragon Family does not exist, and that
they are working with Trump while having his blessing. Yadah, yadah, yadah.
It is true that they were using the FED and Agencies as stated and alongside the FED’s are
the open hands of the Clinton’s, the Obama’s, the Bush family, the Queen of England and
the Japanese Royal family.
In this (and later) rounds they were attempting to purchase many different currencies from
Korean bunkers stored there from Family gold leases, and we are not talking about small
volumes of legal CASH either.
What was at stake was hundreds of Trillions of Dollars worth of currencies; (including as
many Japanese Yen as they could acquire) and possibly more – Quintillions!
You must remember that the Bunkers are managed by Holders – not Depositors, and the
Depositors own the assets and the assets are registered in the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS) in the names of the Depositors. All those serial numbers on the
currencies are “registered” - especially those in series on large pallets and made as
international debt payments.
Therefore with Guardians, Holders, Keepers etc. the assets should be well protected and
preserved, but were they?

It seems that under the cover of US elections, these currency stashes were about to be
“given away” at 20% to 30% percent of their market value, thereby eliminating the debt
owed by the nations that were lined up to buy this stolen property back.
In other words these Buyers were attempting to buy up their own debt at a huge discount
and others as well, thereby putting themselves in the driver’s seat relating to the debt of
other foreign nations.
The Elders who were making such deals were (and still are) putting the fragile Global
Financial System into a seriously risky status. This is enough to change the Global Financial
System and put it into financial chaos.
Is it Time to Eliminate the BIS, IMF and the World Bank?
Do not for a moment think this is a joke. They have already completed smaller deals to
substantiate that they have the wherewithal to clean the aforementioned bunkers out of
the various currencies; thereby showing that they can establish control over each and every
nation in question.
Currently there is a CIA mandate in South Korea who is attempting to purchase a large
amount of gold after having met with the “alleged owner” in the Philippines. According to
the mandate this gold was donated to the Korean Government in 2005. If in fact true then it
would seem the mandate holder should be able to purchase it.

It is easy enough to find out what is real and what is not. After making a call to a friend, Neil
discovered that this was a stone cold fraud and the “alleged owners” are not registered as
Depositors nor Owners within the BIS.
They legally own nothing. The depositors are the Golden Dragon Family.
Presently, there are two elderly Japanese people involved, with one of them appearing to
be of the Royal Family and a cousin of Emperor Showa. This person owns 30% of the shares
in the Bank of Japan along with a great deal of property in Tokyo and the associated
property tax alone is worth several Trillion Yen yearly.
The person mentioned above handed Trillions of Dollars over to the Cabal during recent
visits by foreign dignitaries from the USA, Germany and England.
In 2016 this group paid more than 200 Trillion Yen to the US and hand-delivered Hillary
Clinton two Trillion Japanese Yen upon her arrival in Japan for her Presidential campaign.

The Full Story Of How Obama, Hillary And Brennan Carried Out The Crime Of The Century + Russia
Hoax Collapses: Not A Single American Charged With Collusion With Russia; Left-Wing Media Has
Been Lying All Along

How do we know it was Hillary? Well, there was a US Military Aircraft carrying one sick
person along with her doctor. Now, WHO could that have been?
To top it off, the Liberal Democratic Party is borrowing heavily from the Japanese as well.
The Japanese Royal Family are depositing approximately 500 Trillion Yen around the world,

and despite having all this wealth, they answer to this person’s (Clinton’s) requests around
the clock. Japanese puppets.
These individuals are the fronts for the Japanese Imperial Courts, and they are attempting to
illegally purchase the Japanese Yen and Gold while using the FED and Agencies as their
fronts.
Also, the FED’s get 20% for being the front for the Emperor.
You must remember we are talking about the Global Collateral Account money which is
meant to be used only for humanitarian projects worldwide. We hope that you are
beginning to see how the Elite Cabal scams work - to THEIR BENEFIT - and not ours.
In fact it all belongs to the Dragon Family, the family that Kobayashi says does not exist.
This is all just a sick game to confuse the ELDERS so the West can control the financial
world through, or with Japan. Therefore they are hijacking the Global Financial System for
the 3rd Time.
The DRAGON FAMILY itself must immediately step in and take decisive action NOW or
there will be hell to pay, for the next 100 years!
In addition Neil was informed that Kobayashi is currently in discussions regarding seven
Korean bunkers, and he has already completed small deals as mentioned above.
Much of the above information came over time through a very powerful Japanese Shogun
named OZAWA. He has been a member of the House of Representatives since 1969
representing the Iwate 4th District.
His ability to make deals in the back rooms strongly lends to his influence. He is a very
powerful man who most likely got caught up in this without truly knowing the
repercussions. From the information that Neil has received, it seems that he too was
conned.
The Involved Parties Are:
The FED and various Agencies
Mino Entebbe
The Japanese Imperial Court

The Planned Order of Thefts:
1. 700 Containers of Yen
2. US Dollars
3. Euro’s

4. Renminbi’s
5. Gold

And that is only for starters!

Even now we are in great danger. It is understood among many in the Cabal that one night
while we are sleeping a magic button could be pushed, which would empty out all of our
bank accounts – YOURS included.
This is a very real plan. Digitized accounts and digital currencies are only a keystroke away
for eliminating all you think you own.
We need to keep our eyes on our security and remember that Obama did issue an
executive order claiming that he could take from our accounts whatever is needed for the
government. And no, this does not just apply to the US.
Think: The entire Western banking system.
Can you imagine the levels of fear and desperation running rampant among the
Globalists?

Right now they are in flat-out panic mode and are doing whatever they think is necessary to
try to clean out the bunkers and get whatever they can before the 20th of January
INAUGURATION of Donald J. Trump. After this the semantics of the game change and things
turn to our favor. Life can actually begin again.
In other words, the Cabal are Scared Shitless!
Maybe your hearts can stand a bit more. Besides, it seems as though the Japanese are up to
no good, more so than the US, but this is not so.
You must remember the Rockefellers controlled Japan until just a few years ago, and they
had control over the Central Bank of Japan until approximately two years ago.
Why are you listening to stories of the Cabal trying to escape to Antarctica or New Zealand?
They are trying to escape to wherever they are transporting their money and gold to – and
that location is HERE:UBS and Credit Suisse have boxes filled to the brim with currencies and Gold loaded up on
Pallets and Crates ready to be sent out to South America.

A Nazi In The (Pocket) Is Worth Four In The Bush (Family)

The Cabal are going to empty everything out (including YOUR bank accounts) if they are
pushed by the West. There is no Gold in Kloten or in Zurich’s 8 Repositories in Switzerland.
(I betcha some of you are crapping yourselves now!)
A rumor was recently spread that all the Dragon Families decided that the Collateral
Accounts would have to take place through Billion Sow Holdings.
This means that all Holders, whether legal or illegal, would have to submit what they are
holding (TOV’s, FRB and FRN boxes and much more) to Billion Sow Holdings, which would
then be returned OR NOT after clearing the verification process.
After receipt of the Boxes and Bonds they would have to move the assets to their own
security house in Hong Kong for all to be processed. Items left in tunnels and warehouses
would not be accepted after the Platform closes, as they would cease to take any more
submissions.
Let me tell you something: You can smell the end game and the theft about to take place on
a worldwide scale when you see them reaching out for the trunks and documents, etc.
Would you put Billions and Trillions of dollars in assets in their hands? Well neither would
I! Neil spoke with the Dragon Family and was told to stay away from that attempt or any
plan relating to Collateral asset redemption theft so he is advising all our friends to do the
same.
Now are you ready for more of Neil’s Year-end Rear-end DUMPS?
In the Bunkers there are pictures establishing what we know as the “Bush Clan”.

These records actually go back 100 or more years! There is a Philippine Lawyer who actually
worked with Bush’s son, and it was Bush who was behind the Khashoggi Group. And each
and every one of those accounts are linked to Marcos and many others from Taiwan.
This includes the secret Bush accounts in Azerbaijani banks that equals – get this:
Quadrillions!
You have probably seen documents from the Spiritual White Boy, well the numbers seen
here are just as big. These accounts make it perfectly clear what money was paid to
mercenaries to fight wars, to steal for them, and of course ship and deal drugs over a long
period of time.
These records also show the Dutch Bank and Canadian Gold Minter Barrick Gold
Corporation were being investigated at the time of 9/11 through a GATA lawsuit.
So you might want to check the flight records of those leased Russian heavy lifting cargo
jets that left Newark for an old Air Force base and then some to Canada and other to the
Bush Ranch in Paraguay (the one next to the US Military base and Korea’s Mon-Ki-Moon’s
Ranch).

Summary On 9/11 And Inconsistencies Regarding The Official Story

It seems that all the gold that was meant to be paid to the Chinese on 9/12 somehow
disappeared from the World Trade Center vaults (like magic) when the buildings
collapsed.
These stored records show ALL Gold being laundered to the US and Asia via a German
Banking Cartel (Ackerman).

These records show EVERY Swiss Account that has done Gold transactions since 1994.
There are Millions of tons of Gold according to NAZARBAYEV’S family.
Just for the record, Imelda Marcos’ son stole the records, scanned them and sent them to
very close associates.
These records show the Bank of NY, Riggs / Valmet buying up all the Gold.
These records show extensive details about the Brady Bonds and the real information on
the WTC which was under investigation when it went down.
The World Trade Centers twin towers went down with 18 multi-trillionaire Jews who held
both offices, as well as, owned several floors in both towers where all died.
These individuals were game players on the biggest stages and were also under
investigation for Gold Fraud. A 1998 letter exposes all of this.
Trillions of Dollars were to mature, as we already know, in 2002. The lease on the WTC
buildings was running out, and it was worth Billions. Some of the stolen Gold was
deposited in Saudi Arabia by Bush!
In Indonesia we can expect some action, and always knew it was coming ever since the
meeting at the Shangri-la Hotel with the World Economic Forum.

(THAT’S RIGHT, the ones who stole my notes with Dal Bosco and the UN)!
Well, the time is now, and the US/FED’s are ready to fly into Jakarta, venture into the
jungles and highlands, and steal once again the assets from the bunkers and warehouses, if
we let them.
They want it all, but listen here now…
As I warned everyone from the very beginning, the Chinese, the Dragon Family included,
are working with the Indonesian military, and they will venture into the bunker areas and
take what belongs to them.
The Elders must be very careful either way. Their time is running short!
Once you look at everything you realize that they are right in the midst of hijacking the
system for the third time.
We have opened up our eyes in time to prevent this from happening but we must make
them aware that we know what they are doing.
We cannot allow them to live comfortably among us any longer seeing they wish to
terminate us in the very near future. Let’s turn up the heat and make them aware that
two can play this game.
As a Final Note to 2016:
The ‘Healing Computer’ technology (as covered in previous posts and videos) is magnificent.
It works like nothing I have ever experienced before, and those who now privately own
them are saying the same things. Amazing!

Note: In the following video Neil makes references to an existing clinic in Europe where
‘Healing Computer’ treatments are already taking place. This clinic has been established for
more than one year (by the developers) is already operating above capacity. As such we are
unable to make any referrals to clinics until new locations begin to open in the new year.
Meanwhile, very soon we will have Free Energy devices available. Here is an image of what
one of these Over-unity devices looks like from the outside:

These systems can be built to produce 30 kilowatts per hour (per one house) or 350
kilowatts per hour, depending on your usage requirements.
Further amazing developments will soon be released. Guess who you can thank for this? The
Globalists! Why? “Because if they had not poisoned me,” Neil said, “I never would have
ventured into these things.”
“I would have continued on with the Accounts and nothing more. To be perfectly honest, I
love seeing my friends again. So it worked out for the best for me.
I wish you all well and hope this preface helped you understand current events.”
Now that’s the way to end a Year and still come out swinging!

It’s another high fly over the wall!

Footsteps of the Amanah 2017
Hello! WE All See You Now
We Know What You Are Up To!
2017 started off with another Slam Dunk. This one destroyed the other half of the mythical
Spiritual White Boy and Alfredo Saurin’s original partner in crime, King “Anthony Santiago
Martin” (“ASM”).
Let me tell you a story about a young man whose real name is unknown to Neil – but he
calls himself Anthony Santiago Martin.

He works with the most influential financial people in the world including the Queen of
England and the Committee of 300.

In this World Bank document signed in March, 2012, there is a detailed listing for the
distribution of funds to countries around the world and also to banks.

Note on page 143, there are many more signatures than the first document, the same
ASBLP reference on the header, and at the end, a disclaimer about signatures that are
“valid with and/or without the acknowledgement by ASM.”
These are very impressive documents with big names and even bigger Dollar amounts, but
let’s get this straight from the beginning… the documents you see with Anthony Santiago
Martin’s name on them are fraudulent papers.
Signatory: HM, King Anthony Santiago Martin
Code Name : C3-AM-01, White Spiritual Boy, Spiritual Wonder Boy, Morning Star and King
David.
Passport No. UN – 00191-01 (United Nations Organization xx3794724
Postal Address : 133 Rizal St. San Sebastian, Hagonoy, Bulacan 3002, Philippine Island.
The original Anthony Santiago Martin was an Australian who married a Filipina woman who
knew Imelda and Ferdinand Marcos. Marcos, as the FAKE M1 and to distance himself,
needed a stooge to act as a signatory only on fraudulent financial documents being used in
attempts to siphon funds from the Collateral Accounts. Marcos convinced Martin that he
would become rich, be given a title and live a glorious life and all he would ever have to do
is sign papers.
Anthony wasn’t that bright so his wife suggested that he work with her uncle, Alfredo
Saurin, (remember him?) who was a known forger and clever ex-CIA crook who quickly
understood the scam that Marcos was setting up.
Apparently Martin was paid a million British Pounds to sign documents given to him by
President Marcos which declared Martin (the real Anthony Santiago Martin, not the
subsequent CIA fakes as detailed below and in the picture above), as the sole heir and
signatory to the accounts that were being used by the Committee of 300 to withdraw funds
from the Global Collateral Accounts.
It has further been alleged that the White Spiritual Boy and all related accounts are all
fictitious. But the truth behind this fraudulent endeavor was discovered and the World
Court (through the International Court of Justice) ruled that Anthony Santiago Martin was
not the rightful heir nor signatory to the accounts in question. He was the “Fall Guy”.
The ‘original’ Anthony Santiago Martin was then legally caught in financial fraud and arrest
warrants were issued. He subsequently fled back to the Philippines and died a few years
later as a pauper in his small village.
From this it may be deduced that Martin was used as a patsy in the Committee of 300’s
failed plan.

Since the passing of the ‘original’ Anthony Santiago Martin was not-widely-known, the CIA
decided to create not one but five new fake “Anthony Santiago Martin’s”, at least one of
whom remains in play to this day, front and center.
The CIA managed this by acquiring five young Asian men whom they groomed as assets and
provided with false legends, or histories, in order to be able to utilize them in future
financial transactions (scams).
Alfredo Saurin (a broker, master forger who was ex-CIA) and one of the fake CIA-concocted
“Anthony Santiago Martin’s” were both involved with the scam that we exposed in our last
2016 post: The Final Battle Lines Are Being Drawn over the sale of 1 million metric tons of
Thai Gold.
What Neil Keenan exposed created a war between many on both sides of the
aforementioned scam that was about to take place. The fake Anthony Santiago Martin
attempted to pull a fast one and grab the deal for himself. He is now being pursued.
Neil has been informed that this fake “Martin” is currently running for his life and hiding in
Hong Kong. He screwed Alfredo Saurin, who is famous as the modern day Asian Robin
Hood. He steals from the elite Banks and he gives to the poor (for a %).
Meanwhile, we need to expose to the world that in the unravelling of the deal that we
exposed, that the kleptomaniac Malaysian Prime Minister, Najib Razak, (who was also
involved in said deal) took it upon himself to once again, try and get away with stealing
anything and everything that wasn’t nailed down in the midst of the confusion.
He and his cronies were desperate to cover his 1MDB financial losses. Well, the deal died
and now he and others are singing to save their hides (skins too).

The Committee of 300
“Three hundred men, all of whom know one another, direct the economic destiny of Europe
and choose their successors from among themselves.”
– Walter Rathenau, 1909, founder of the mammoth German General Electric Corporation
For those who are not familiar with the The Committee of 300, they are a group allegedly
founded by the British aristocracy in 1727 and by many accounts, consists of an
international council that organizes and controls world politics, commerce, banking, media,
and the military for centralized global efforts.
Anthony Santiago Martin and Alfredo Saurin were originally appointed as
Trustees/Signatories of and for the Committee of 300 to legitimatize (fraudulently) the
Elite’s use of the Collateral Accounts assets as collateral backing for their own transactions.
These two were always set up to be scapegoats, deflecting attention away from all other
Committee members.
For their efforts, they were (according to the document above) to receive 1% of the annual
interest accrued on the off-ledger deposits in the accounts of the countries and banks listed
in the nearly 200-page Annual Report.
That would be an incredible sum, however, it all went into the Trustee Account run by
someone else, thus the two stooges never saw a dime.

Ultimately, it matters not whether these UN/World Bank endorsed documents are
legitimate or the signatures authentic - this is all the dictate of the Committee of 300! It is
a scam.
Also note the absence of a signature under “Acknowledged by ASM” on both
documents. Now here is where “King” Anthony Santiago Martin is once again exposed in
this fraud.
There has never been a King of the Philippines!
Then how could there possibly have been a King Anthony Santiago Martin, real or fake?
“Anthony Santiago Martin” / “ASM” / “White Spititual Boy” etcetera –
It’s all a fraud.
As a postscript, Alfredo Saurin for many years had his offices in the Royal Palace in Bangkok,
Thailand where he enjoyed protection and access to Thai Royal assets, thus the “1 million
metric ton Gold deal”.
He has since died in Hong Kong several years ago, but his Thai associates have since re-taken
up efforts to close a major financial deal with new Malaysian kleptocrats (that saga is not
over).

“The Dead Man Walking Caper”
This is another story of desperation and stupidity.
As previously mentioned, Neil had shown a light on the financial mis-steps of the Prime
Minister of Malaysia, Najib Razak, who remains in the throes of investigation by the
Malaysian Justice Department for his conniving and partaking in financial thievery to the
detriment of his country.
The Prime Minister, whether duped or not, walked into the 1MDB financial fiasco that left
him “holding the bag” and thus in dire need to cover up staggering losses and international
frauds.
In his desperation he grasped at the USD 14 Trillion currency swap with Bongbong Marcos
which fell through thanks to Neil’s timely exposure.
And when that didn’t work, he turned to Alfredo Saurin and Anthony Martin in a “1 Million
Mmt Gold Deal”, that Neil also scuttled.
So Najib was left with few other options to cover his exposed financial backside. And being
the Minister of Finance, he had the access of all Malaysian banks and their depositors
accounts records. Of course this access coughed up several prominent names and accounts
that he could EMPTY... which he did.

When large personal, corporate or Trust accounts are emptied, this invariably results in legal
repercussions and negotiations for reinstatements.
This is what happened, but Najib was not willing to give the money back, and furthermore, it
still was not enough to cover his mess. He also knew that this particular targetted Malaysian
individual was a Trustee for a multi-trillion Dollar Trust held and managed by UBS bank in
Switzerland.
The “Dead Man Walking” caper is hatched.

Partners in Crime: Ahmad Zahid-Hamidi and Najib Razak

The plot involved Najib as Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, the Deputy Prime
Minister / Minister of Home Affairs (Ahmad Zahid-Hamidi), the Attorney General, the Chief
of Police and a Deputy Minister of Finance, and others.
Najib wrote one official letter, Ahmad wrote another and both letters were given to the
Deputy Minister of Finance to hand deliver to the CEO of UBS Bank in Switzerland.
The Deputy Finance Minister did as instructed but when the official letters were opened,
both he and the UBS CEO were shocked by the contents.
The letter from Zahid-Hamidi on Ministry of Home Affairs letterhead stated that the
Malaysian Trustee had died several days before and included an official copy of the Death

Certificate. The letter from Najib then stated that he was the sole Executor of the Trustees
Estate including the Trust accounts.
“Woah!” the UBS CEO looked across the table and said, “I just spoke with the Trustee
yesterday... and he was very much ALIVE!”
The Deputy Finance Minister said nothing, flew back to Malaysia and the next day resigned.
Thereafter, Najib had the Attorney General and Chief of Police place the Trustee under
House Arrest and would not allow him to leave the country.
This then involved the Swiss Ambassador and Embassy officials proving that the Trustee
actually carried a Swiss Diplomatic Passport and that the Malaysian government had no
Right to detain him.
The Trustee even tried to go to the Swiss Embassy but was stopped by the police and falsely
told that “there had been a bomb scare at the Embassy” and that he could not enter.
The Swiss Ambassador, together with Interpol agents and other witnesses, then receive a
phone call put on a speaker phone from the Chief of Police who stated that “the Trustee
was under House Arrest and would not be allowed to leave the country, and if he tried, his
plane would be shot down”!
This conversation was recorded and eye witness testimonies were officially made. At this
point it was decided that the Ambassador should contact the United Nations and have UN
agents come to Malaysia and escort the Trustee to safety in Europe. The Malaysian
government (Najib and Ahmad) were trumped and could do no more as the UN officials had
overriding authority.

The Trustee is still overseas and has filed a major case in the International Court of Justice
(ICJ) in the Hague against Najib Razak and all those involved.
This filing has all the original documents, recordings, testimonies and affidavits needed to
put these criminals away. The only thing holding this back is the fact that Najib Razak and his
co-conspirators are now on trial in the Malaysian High Court on multiple corruption and
fraud charges.
There was also a side story that Neil did not post at the time. Another reliable source
reported that Najib and Company tried a second time with the same phony “Dead Man
Walking” scam.
This time Najib called the then President of Ukraine stating again that he was the executor
of the estate of another Malaysian who recently died and left an account in a Ukrainian
bank.
This call was followed by a similar call made by the Governor of Bank Negara to the head of
the Ukrainian bank demanding release and transfer of funds and assets. Both calls were
recorded.
This second attempt was also thwarted. So, Desperate Najib… “Stupid is as Stupid Does.”

Najib Razak is no longer Prime Minister of Malaysia and he and his cronies are currently in
Court and again “desperate” but this time trying to steal as much time as they can before
they are locked up.

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY! Keeps Them in the Game
The Japanese can never keep their sticky fingers off Korean assets. How many times has Neil
had to step in and shine spotlights on Globalist pigs sniffing around Korean bunkers? They
were at it again in June with another corrupt offensive attack.
Three Japanese Buyers showed up to buy GOLD. They have past experience in purchasing
gold from South Korea which they convert into jewelry and take back to Japan. So, yes, you
are right in thinking they have returned to steal more GOLD that does not belong to them
particularly since South Korea has no gold mines.
Our Cabal friends, the Japanese players Kobayashi and Minobe, were back at it again this
time attempting to do a much smaller transaction… that is 1,000 MT of Gold in Hong Kong.
Don’t they know that this is Dragon Family, Kuomintang Gold that they are trying to sell to a
US BANK?
Then this month our “dear friend”, Mr. Lee, (South Korea’s ex-PM), received 850 Billion USD
from the US in exchange for a sample of Yen (Japanese registered currency). THE PURPOSE
OF THE MONEY IS TO BUY THE YEN RESTING IN THE KOREAN BUNKERS.
The IMF printed this money and sent it to Korea as annual gold lease payments. Both Japan
and the US want this currency at a discount to cheaply cover their national debts. So the
fight is a “cash flash”. Come and get it!
Here is another young man from Japan, Hiroshi Tuchiya, who has completed 6 deals for
the Cabal’s Japanese/American factions operating in Korea. Nice car and who says crime
doesn’t pay ? (while the economy collapses.)

This a letter sent to Neil from a Korean Insider:
“Several large and small funds from Japan will be set in Korea this week.
My people will be involved in this deal. Korea is still stealing, yet no one is going to jail.
My friends also know the Indonesian situation, but Korea has no interest at all,
because they do not care who steals the Dragon Families’ money whatsoever.
Indonesia and Korea are attempting to deal every day of the week and looking for funds.
They also believe the existence of Depositors and or threats of the US Government and
Donald Trump means nothing, because too many organizations are running wild in both
Korea and Indonesia trying to steal bunker assets.
This is the reality of Indonesia and Korea: We need your help Neil Keenan.”
This is how they have been doing it:
There is a South Korean named Kang Seong-uk. He has long-served as an assistant to a US
Army General in Korea. Until recently, he was moving the Korean Bunkers. He is involved in
the sale (both buying and selling ) of the bunkers. Along with the US Generals, he is moving
the Bunker Assets.

He disclosed that since November 2016, the Korean Government had been confiscating
bunkers.
This is one of the reasons former President Park was imprisoned.
Unfortunately, the Elders who are being played for fools by the Government are still waiting

for payments in the amount of $17 Billion USD for the assets that they released on what
now appears to be ignored or phony contracts.
Were the Elders foolish, scared or just plain tired of being constantly threatened? Whatever
the reason, these Elders are old and poor and need a break, or someone like Neil needs to
takeover their trusteeships. (That has been offered. Imagine if he accepts!)
Now getting back to the pilfering of Korean bunkers, there just happens to be a US Military
base in Yongsan, South Korea where Neil’s friend, Kang Seong, works out of.
There is also a Casino in this US Military Base where the assets from the bunkers are being
laundered. Yes, they set up a Casino (without the US President’s knowledge) inside the Base
and are cleaning house for the Cabal, funding black operations and rewarding top military
brass!
Neil told Trump, “Mr. President, it’s time to get yourself involved in this one. They will use
this money to destroy you if you give them the opportunity to do so.”
“Send your people in immediately and pull those SOB’s out as soon as possible!!! In other
words, the final destination for the Assets is the white-washing of extensive corruption in
the Military Base, the Bunkers’ assets resting place before being placed into the market!”
The factual story of South Korea is that whenever the regime changes, they plunder the
Bunkers so the time is right for the Cabal to plunder, plunder, plunder!
South Korea is about Money, Money, Money!!! However, President Moon is NOT a
Globalist. They lost their puppet when President Park was imprisoned. (Group-K also had
lots to do with that!)

What About Indonesia?
As it is Neil’s favorite place, he has a strong desire for a better life for all Indonesians.
Because of his diligence and sincere commitment, Neil again repeated a warning that was
first revealed concerning threats made by Hillary Clinton, John Kerry, Obama and other
Deep State US officials:
A Silent Coup is about to take place in Indonesia with the US Shadow Government leading
the way and that plot is still in effect till today.

“They will attempt to remove President Jokowi without so much as a shot fired. Remember
a few years ago when Neil stated that the Clintons sent Columbian Drug Money to Indonesia
in an attempt to assassinate the Vice President? Well, that money was used to finally set
things into motion, and it seems June 2017 is NOW is the time for it in preparation for
installing Cabal candidates in the up-coming Indonesian elections!
The Vice President of Indonesia must be extremely careful because he is the physical target.
The World Economic Forum and many Indonesians are in on this, so President Jokowi must
stay fully aware with his security detail remaining fastidiously alert.”
The objective was to form a new government more favorable to the US and Europe, then
raid the bunkers to secure the funding for causing global political anarchy and Cabal regime
change, especially in the US presidency, and then follow the Globalist 2030 Agenda of
depopulation IN INDONESIA!
“Bangun” Indonesians! WAKE-UP!

Soros Chased Out of Indonesia
The whole World knows that this despicable man has no empathy towards humanity. He
just does not care.
He clearly uses his wealth and influence to support terrorism and radical Left Wing
organizations whose intents are to create chaos and overthrow governments in order to
install a New World Order with people like himself in-charge and a decimated population
enslaved.

What most people do not know is the real story of how Neil Keenan physically chased Soros
out of Indonesia.
As previously mentioned, the Bush-Clinton-Obama administrations all have made various
threats to Indonesia in attempts to acquire bunker assets. These efforts were fruitless, thus
additional covert operations were necessary to cause internal insurrections within
Indonesia.
This is where Soros came in to finance and supply weapons to insurgents and create jungle
military training camps with the sole objective of creating political disruptions in Indonesia.
Soros personally backed these efforts and even went to Central Java, Indonesia to confer
with his operatives and inspect one of these training camps.
Neil Keenan had been informed about Soros’ arrival and movements, so he put together his
own team of armed nationalists to track down the bastard and his terrorist cell.
Neil’s team packed into several SUV’s, checked their weapons and headed into the jungles
of Central Java. They knew exactly where to go.
Of course, Neil’s professional team surprised the trainee terrorists and a short gun fight
ensued. The amateurs ran like monkeys into the jungle and old Soros was hustled out the
back door, running for his life but not before Neil and his buddy spotted him and got off a
few shots at him.
After the skirmish the boys surveyed the camp and collected intel. Neil then paused, looked
down and saw that his shirt had been torn. Dang. And he hadn’t brought another one.
One of the ex-military boys came over to Neil and said, “That was no tear. It was a missed

bullet.”
Neil replied, “I know. I just don’t want to scare the younger boys.” They both laughed at
that one and had fun swapping stories as friends in the military do.
The next day Neil’s intelligence team had spotted Soros headed to the Jakarta airport. Neil
was in hot pursuit! Unfortunately Soros got there first, got in his plane and flew the coop (or
coup as he had intended).
These events were officially reported to the appropriate authorities and Soros is now a
“Persona Non-grata” in Indonesia... permanently.
Back in Jakarta, Neil went out shopping and bought himself a new shirt.
It is a shame that after saving Indonesia, Neil and his team had to treat themselves for a job
well done. Not anyone else.
Maybe next time... and there were many more “next times” that Neil and his teams saved
Indonesia and other countries. No Thank You’s needed or given.

The Asian Insider Comes Again
It was August 2017 and Neil was becoming pensive and anxious to get back to Asia and
Indonesia. His poisoning and recovery had been arduous and he was again itching his feet,
wanting to get moving again. And he was miserable and sweating, cooped up at home in the
hot summer sun.
His posts were a hodge podge of history and timelines spiced with more thieveries in videos
from South Korea, but the real flavor of the day came in an email from the Dragon Family
through the Asian Insider.
This was an inspiring and encouraging letter of many insights (as perceived by the Family)
in terms of ‘the end of the line’, relating to Neil Keenan and Group-K following through
with their noble mission. This letter is included in its entirety here as it truly captures the
mood and feelings of Neil and the Group-K Team at that time.
The Asian Insider wrote: “Kudos to you. Way to go Neil Keenan and Group K!
I know exactly what you are up to, with an awareness shared by no other and you really
have the game plan locked down don’t you? All remain sitting and waiting in terms of
what you will do next (especially in the Eastern hemisphere) and you do keep everyone
wondering.
Well, I believe I can shed light on what you are up to and if my well-informed conclusions
are indeed proven to be accurate then I cannot wait to see the results, given that the East
is in dire need of your assistance at this time.

Our Family has heard much said in terms of the others who have purported to be working
with us during the last two years – but believe me brother, not a word is true. While you
were sick we absolutely prayed for you, you are special.
We heard many promises bandied about but even whilst sick, you prevented the West
(even when working from your bed) from stealing gold and other cached assets from all
throughout Asia.
I am clear about the reason that you continue this fight; and it is because it is your destiny.
The Family has queried “The Spirits” many times as to why you continue to push onward
despite the sickness and pain you (and even your team) have been through, and the
answer is always “destiny”. It is an entrenched, fundamental need for you to complete
that which you have instigated.
Indeed, the destinies of your team members are entwined with this effort in the same
way. Given the magnitude of this mission, how could they have become involved if this
was not the case? They are all tied into one and the same thing and it seems that time is
closing in fast on you; and so I wonder when you will close in on them?
Neil Keenan, we are all of us – this entire planet; waiting on you. You decide what happens
here with regard to the Collateral Accounts which means this matter affects everything.
And yet silence.
Of course you are doing a fantastic job in keeping the Cabal on their toes by publicly
making available the “healing computer” and the other advanced technologies that will
follow soon.
It is well known (amongst what is still a relatively small number of people) that the
“Cabal” have suppressed multitudes of advanced, would-be beneficial technologies for
well over a century now. Both yourself, your team, and various associates have achieved
more than almost any others in terms of bringing such advancements finally into the
public awareness.
And on this count; once out of the bottle, the genie cannot be put back in.
The dark ones now hold sincere (and well justified) worries in terms of their
medical/pharmaceutical ‘deathtrap industries’.
As you planned eight years ago with the now soon-to-be-publicly-available free energy
system, you have played an important role in beginning the release of formerly
suppressed technologies.
Your efforts are dismantling them brother, piece by piece and whilst we enjoy watching
this play out; we preferred it much more when you were here in Asia.
The world needs your help (some do not even realize how much the efforts of yourself and
your Group K have already contributed to their ongoing existence and wellbeing) but only

you know exactly how things are going to happen and you are correctly positioning
yourself by remaining silent during these crucial final movements of this epic battle.
“The Swamp”, as President Trumps call it, is the concept of a predicament that also must
be addressed here in the East, and it is here where Group K will earn its rewards.
Your last unfortunate incident was nothing to make fun of, however you have relentlessly
shown “them” that nothing keeps you down.
You have many friends over here praying for you, and also even in locations such as Fiji
and elsewhere – places you would have no idea that you had supporters. We all know you
are on the way, and “The Spirits” have made it clear you will be here soon.
Please hurry. Do not forget us in fighting your Western wars. We are sure you love the
action over there, but remember there are more than enough battles to be had in other
places.
We will see you shortly,
The ‘Asian Insider.'”
And if you didn’t catch it, the Asian Insider referred to consulting with the Dragon Family
“Spirits” with respect to Neil and what he was “doing”. The Family at this level is highly
spiritualistic.
This will become more important in the next year for Neil as he is “initiated” into Worlds
that he had never experienced before. This was just a hint and precursor as to what was
coming further down the Yellow Brick Road.

All Wars Are Bankers' Wars

A Year of Healing
November 15th 2017 was an important day for Neil Keenan. It was the day he set foot back
in the United States for the first time in 14 years!
You may be wondering why it took so long for him to return to see family and friends. Well,
it wasn’t because he was so busy in Europe or Asia.
The truth was that the Cabal Puppet, Obama, had placed a travel ban on Neil and he was
Black Listed from entering the U.S.
This was the result of Obama, with Cabal bankster help, empting whatever accounts they
could find belonging to Neil Keenan and whatever possessions they could find.
They would then delete the account history, and in one matter in particular, they used Neil’s
money to buy a Connecticut Mansion. Just one of Neil’s offshore bank accounts had millions
of Dollars in it.
So Black Listing meant that if Neil were to set foot on U.S. shore, he would be immediately
be sent back on the first available flight or be arrested on some false charges and buried in a
legal quagmire. That is how dirty THEY play.
So this was a momentous day for Neil and he had done a lot of preparation to make sure
everything would be OK. The plane landed, rolled up to the gate and Neil took a good look
around got down on his knees and kissed the ground. The Lakers were being touted and Neil
knew he was home but was he safe.

Upon arrival in LAX things were so different and he did not know which end was up.
Everything was automated and he kept asking those working which way to go which
machine to use until he finally was pointed the line to go to.
While walking to meet with Customs, he started wondering about Obama's Black List plan
and said well if it is going to happen then I will have a lot to say. Neil knew to much.
So he continued in the Customs line waiting and wondering. He knew that many US
Politicians and Agencies made calls making sure Neil would walk into the country safely but
still Neil had doubts.
Upon walking up to the Customs booth he presented his documents and noticed that the
Offficer’s eyebrows went up and then shot a glance at Neil.
“Ah Oh” might have been something in his mind at the time but the Officer relaxed Neil
asking him if he was going to catch a Lakers game while in LA. Neil responded if they are
playing while he was there, he would. Neil really wanted to see a good game of basketball
and looked at the Officer and said "did you play"? He did play and the two started joking
around.
Neil had expected much worse and found a fantastic guy who shot him many questions that
Neil did not mind answering.
At the end of the questioning the Agent shot a look at Neil and said, “Welcome Home Mr.
Keenan. It has been a long time”.
Then two other agents walked to each of Neil’s side took his bags and again Neil said “Ah
OH” but the Officer said "Relax this is an honor. We are taking your bags to wherever it is
you are going. You have done enough now let us do a little".
The President of the US had really changed things around and this was an example of how it
changed.
Neil’s heart stopped racing and he had the Customs Officers take his bags to the airport
lounge near the exit while waiting for his friends to pick him up.
While waiting for Larry, Nancy, Anne and Dean to arrive he sipped on an old favorite cold
beer. He had arrived early thanks to the quick processing of the Custom Officers and
thought sipping a beer was perfect (even though his favorite was a martini) for the
moment.
Soon enough Larry, Nancy, Anne and Dean found him in the airport lounge wearing a foam
moustache with a big grin on his face.
It had been 14 years since he had tasted his favorite beer and this was the perfect moment
to enjoy it with friends. Salut!

He was there to meet with Larry, Nancy, Anne and Dean in Long Beach for a seminar series
on the BRT Healing Computer.

This trip was the culmination of an event filled year concerning the progress of the BRT
Healing Computer and the application of its advanced frequency programming
technologies.
Throughout the year Neil had posted reports, testimonials and case histories of people who
had received healing treatments. All were Positive!
Those that had purchased the machines kept reporting amazing results from the treatment
of cancers, diabetes and kidney failure, to chronic back pain relief and migraines
disappearing.
The BRT Healing Computer was working - spectacularly - just as Neil said it would be. There
was a year long list of satisfied and grateful users across the US and Europe.
During the year, Neil and Walter also introduced two new features related to the BRT: a
charged elixir and a “23+” Way Back program. Walter created a herbal enriched elixir that
he frequency stimulated with the BRT Healing Computer so that patients could take when
they were traveling or did not have ready access to a machine for treatment.
The elixir retained the frequency charge for a long period of time and Walter could custom
program specific frequencies for individual patient’s ailments.
The “23+” treatment was a very special frequency program that rejuvenates all the cells in
your body by repairing your DNA isomers to a time that you were much younger. This is
basically an “age regression” technology - it makes you 20-30 years younger!

As we age, these isomers break off with each cell replication and thus get shorter and
shorter till they get to the point that replication is retarded and then we die.
Repairing and extending these DNA strands thus reverses the aging process, which in turn
brings your body back to a time that you were much healthier too.
This “23+” treatment program is a bit costly to perform so it is for a limited few, but a
shortened version is included in the current Third Generation BRT Healing Computers as an
integral part of the standard healing frequency program. One session should add two years
to your lifespan as it targets damaged cells and allows them to replicate properly
again. Your body heals itself naturally… with a little frequency assistance.
Neil’s trip to Long Beach was primarily to conduct BRT seminars and advanced training
sessions. Larry is an expert in operating the machine and in the manual selection of specific
sub-routine programs to treat specific conditions.
The seminars and training was a big success, with one exception. The person Neil had been
grooming to become his global promoter, trainer and BRT operator that was to accompany
him on his travels, unfortunately did not make it to Long Beach.
Neil finished the year with the introduction of other new and advanced technologies that
included more details on his “free energy machine” that generates 30 Kilowatts, which is
sufficient to power a house.
Larger scaled-up units can also be made to power whole communities or factories.

The small size and scalability means that this “free energy” “over-unity” technology can
easily be adapted to electric cars, trucks, trains, ships and possibly future aircraft.
What most people do not know is that this technology was supposed to be launched by Neil
in a New Year “Lighting Up Ceremony” of the Vatican.
This and subsequent develop of this technology was to be financed by the Dragon Family
Notes that were stolen.
So now you understand a bit more of why the Notes were stolen, as hidden in the
background was the continuing suppression of “free energy” by the Energy Cartel.

Also announced was the “Plasma Vortex Water Purifier” technology. This allows for the
production of clean potable drinking water from virtually any water source, regardless of
salinity, mineralization or chemical or biological pollution.
This patented technology works on the principals of colliding spinning vortexes which
naturally separate heavier materials by throwing them to the outside layers of a fast moving
flow. This vortex flow is like stirring a glass of water and you notice a hollow cone that
forms.
This water purifier then inserts a plasma arc device into the vortex cone where the plasma
discharge destroys all pathogens, chemical compounds and pollutants and mineral salts that
are then discharged, leaving clean drinking water for consumption.
That is all a bit confusing, so we just say “It Works!” And this opens up tremendous
opportunities to provide clean drinking water for people around the world.
Again see how the theft of those Notes has had on the World.
Now getting back to Neil and the BRT.
After the seminars and training sessions in Long Beach, Neil, Dean and Jeane flew to Dallas,
Texas to meet with Dr. Group, a well known medical and alternative medicine doctor who
had previously saved Neil’s life when he was poisoned.

Neil with Dr. Group

When he got there, it emerged that Dr. Group had injured his foot due to a tree limb falling
on it. He was in pain and on crutches.

Neil pulled out his BRT Healing Computer and after one session, the pain was mitigated and
crutches were no longer needed. The world famous Dr. Group was impressed and thankful
for the reciprocated healing given by “Dr. Neil”.
From Texas, Neil headed back to his old stomping ground in Boston and New England where
he spent about a week reminiscing old times with now older friends.
He zapped whoever wanted or needed a BRT charge and filled in the gaps with “Neil’s Tales”
of the past 14 years. It was a wonderful and warm time with old friends.
That was a fitting end to 2017 and a needed respite before a crazy 2018 new year.

Footsteps of the Amanah 2018
Back Into The Fight
A day doesn’t seem to go by without Neil picking another fight with the Cabal. He has clearly
claimed the East as his defense zone and where he draws the line. 2018 began with another
Cabal slam as he wrote:“Today the “Swamps of Corruption” have spread far and wide, resembling a virulent
metastatic cancer throughout the globe.
Just a small seed of vile corruption anywhere could sprout another deadly epidemic that
our children and their children might have to face whereby ‘We The People’ lose once
again with even more severe consequences.
Let’s cut off the head of this deadly menace now! We must not repeat the many past
mistakes of others who had their chances for hundreds of years and more – but failed to
get it right.”
That has a clear forewarning of a global scamdemic perpetrated by “deadly menace” heads
of today. These are “Swamp Creatures” oozing out of “Swamps of Corruption” that have
spread far and wide, resembling a ”virulent metastatic cancer” throughout the globe.
This has been Neil’s persistent message. And if repeated often enough, maybe it will seep
through the thick skulls of the masses and we can have a “clean-up” and instigate real
change for the benefit of all and Mother Earth.
Neil is an “Agent of Change” so what better way to start a New Year than to turn on the
LIGHTS!

A Bit of History
In order to understand the current geo-political / financial / economic situation it is
necessary to have a proper historical perspective of the mechanisms that created “The
SWAMP” in the first place.
This situation is not new as quoted by Anna Von Reitz who wrote: “What we are dealing
with is the suppressed and evil religion of Mystery Babylon. It has been suppressed and
taken down many, many times, because it involves the worship of idols, including money
and mammon in sacred groves, using perverted sex as a sacrament, ritual prostitution,
and other evils.

Babylonian Money Magic & How Modern "Commercial Law" Is Based On Ancient Babylonian Codes

It was suppressed in Babylon at the time of Abraham, suppressed in Judea at the time of
Zechariah, suppressed in Africa when the Romans sacked Carthage, suppressed in England
with the wiping out of the Druids, and in France and Portugal with the routing out of the
Phoenicians.
The Templars brought it back to life in the 1100’s in Europe, and it infested the Orders of
Nobility and the Catholic Church ever since.
Is it not time for another cleansing?
The corrupt institutions of corporate governance with their fiat debt slavery and
unnecessary impoverishment of mankind so that a few can “rule” is a propagandized
historical façade.
Neil stands in the doorway and opens the screen to let the light in so you can see. Go to
neilkeenan.com and January 2018 archives to see this historical tracing of how the Swamp

Creature was methodically and intentionally stitched together, one nasty knot after
another.

South Korea Capturing Timeline
The Dragon Families wealth is stored in secret bunkers throughout Asia. The problem is that
the Cabal needs to replenish its coffers with real assets if they are to continue with their
2030 New World Order Plan.
The sources of real wealth is still Asia thus the Cabal is focused on acquiring as much as they
can by whatever means.
There are several weak points that Neil is constantly patching up. China is fairly secured but
the Rothschild’s debt financing of communist China’s growth will put Western pressure on
opening these resources as the debts come due.
Taiwan is already gutted as they already exchanged their gold for US pallets of paper.
The Philippines was stripped by the Vatican, then by Marcos and US Generals and their
Black Eagle Trust.
Japan is a US/Rockefeller bank that is drained as and when desired.
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos have very little left after the 60’s.
Malaysia is a financial mess (on purpose).
Myanmar has some gold but most is stuck on temple walls.
So that leaves Thailand, South Korea and Indonesia as the prime Cabal targets and Neil’s
“LINE in the Sand.”
South Korea is the weakest link in this bunker chain as it has been under US control since
the Korean War.
Neil’s review of modern Korean history explains how each successive corrupt puppet
government has dipped into their bunkers in order to stay in power.
The Families allowed this as they needed government protection but such complacency has
led to further greed, demands and corruption.
The Korean Presidents in power are protected by the Cabal while doing this, and the Cabal
gets a huge split which will keep them alive for many, many years. It follows that the more
they do, the stronger and longer they will live.
There are many illegal movements that have taken place to legitimize such bunker raping so
the Cabal can continue looting through the offices of the country leaders.

They control the power with this money and carry official sounding names such as “Blocking
Funds, Frozen Funds, National Funds, Slush Funds, and Family Funds such as the Marcos
Fund, National Property, and Foreclosure Funds or Immunity Bank Cheques” where bunker
assets are illegally collateralized by commercial banks who then allow “bank cheques” to be
issued backed by illegal asset assignments.
The money comes from bunker Assets, blocking funds, mismanaged accounts, frozen
funds, etc., and naturally, the government imposes huge taxes and takes big profits. In
fact, major companies, as well as, the Cabal have done a great deal of business in this
manner in the past using “bank cheques.”
These and similar key words are a “dead giveaway” that a “giveaway” is in progress.
Exposure is Neil’s weapon and that he has wielded like a Samurai. Naming names, posting
pictures, spoiling thefts and telling all about the latest plots has become like a movie
storyline.
But Truth shines through. And it works. Former President Park knows too well from her jail
cell. More should and will follow.
At the end of his January post, Neil made an amazing video offer! He held up for the World
to see, his Certified Copy of the BLACK BOOK and offered to give a copy to any government
or Central Bank so that they could themselves verify who the real asset Depositors and
Owners of the Global Collateral Accounts really ARE.
To date, NO ONE in the Cabal dominated world has taken up his offer. Obviously they are
too scared to know the TRUTH. The Offer still stands.

The Asian Insider’s Insights
Health issues from encapsulated slow release poisons, kept Neil home bound all winter.
There were good days and bad days as the poisons were gradually eliminated from his
system. It was a rough time.
But in the middle of it all he got another encouraging and inspiring email from the Family
through the Asian Insider. This was a welcome respite during his Winter of Gloom.
The Asian Insider wrote that at times Neil had been “a one man riot squad”. (That was an
understatement as he was more like a “human hurricane” with a wrecking ball!)
“On many occasions, Mr. Keenan’s left hand and right hand appear to be both engaged –
albeit in entirely different activities; such that nobody has a chance to keep abreast of his
activities, let alone surmise what is going to eventuate from them. His sagacity has been
proven in many ways. One day in the future his story will be told in a deserving fashion”.
(Hopefully this “Footsteps” fulfills this prophesy.)

“Rumor has it that the Elders throughout Asia are waiting for Mr. Keenan’s reappearance.
I personally know there are four or five individuals who are longing to be able to count
down the days.”
In actual fact Neil needs the help and support of many more Asians who are willing to stand
up and make this a better World for all mankind.
He needs a thousand pair of eyes, and a thousand pair of legs as a start to feed him and
Group-K information of Cabal Elite’s activities.
This is not a one man show, but you do have one man that will stand up for YOU.
“Neil Keenan is absolutely a trail-blazer who “thinks outside of the square” in effectuating
what would be unthinkable accomplishments to lesser minds,” the Asian Insider wrote.
“For too many years smaller minds in the Western world believed they could continue to
steal Assets from the Global Accounts with impunity. The so-called ‘elite’ whom regarded
those outside their circles as “little men” are destined to discover that the high esteem in
which they held themselves – was nothing but a frivolous delusion.”
Neil needs Asians support in his relentless exposure of this “FRIVOLOUS DELUSION”, so
please do YOUR part.

The Asian Insider finished his post with a very succinct line that everyone should
contemplate:“In actuality he is vastly more than just one person; he is the answer.”

The Return Home
Into The THICK OF IT AGAIN
In early June, Neil returned home, saddened and physically weakened and needing rest. He
would get little. He now had to move on and get back to business.
First on the agenda was a scathing attack on Robert Swan Mueller III, the Chief Terrorist of
America’s secret political police. This was at the time that the Democrats were trying to
get impeachable evidence against Trump and stretch out their false “Russian Collusion”
narrative by appointing Robert Mueller as the Special Council tasked with investigating
this false accusation.

Robert Mueller

Neil despised this man and took the opportunity to expose him as the corrupt Nazi political
assassin that he really is. Neil covers Mueller’s hidden hand in “hits” from as early as
convenient plane crashes in the Nixon era, to the PanAm Locherbie, Scotland crash that
took out a special CIA Team, to the cover up of 911 and much more.
Mueller is obviously a Deep State operative and Neil poked his pen into enough soft spots
there to make him leak like a soggy pin cushion.

There is no need to go into details here of this exposure post, but if you are interested in
some dirty background history of a “walking criminal” just go to neilkeenan.com and the
June 2018 archive.
Also in this post Neil revisited the “Dead Man Walking Caper” but this time naming names.
The Malaysian Prime Minister, Najib Razak, was caught red handed in an international fraud
and attempted theft trillions of Dollars. This detailed account “pins the tail on the donkey”
and you know whose ass (donkey) got stuck.
So June saw Neil on the mend and his savage quill stabbing culprits in both the West and
East. More would be coming soon.

July Vaccines Fireworks!
“An exposé is a film or piece of writing which reveals the truth about a situation or person,
especially something involving shocking facts.”
This was now the time and in such a nice way to shine a spotlight on Big Pharma and their
“Vaccine Fraud.”
So Neil starts off July with an explosive pre-Independence Day tirade dedicated to the killer
con industry of the Cabal... Big Pharma.
Those who have studied history, know that the modern pharmaceutical industry was
essentially the financial brainchild of the Rockefellers as a fear porn health industry that has
pushed aside Natural medicine in favor of legally mandated chemicals that most often only
treat symptoms, create side-effects that require more chemicals, and then suppress all
genuine“cures”.
This business model is designed to keep people sick as long as possible in order to reap
higher profits. This is augmented by the intentional introduction of artificially created
diseases that are periodically introduced into societies, then propagandized as a fearful
health scare “scamdemic” which they then introduce a pre-developed “cure vaccine” that
everyone needs to take either voluntarily or through government mandated programs.
This model is repeated over and over again, year after year - for PROFIT.
It is also used for population control (under UN Agenda 21 and Agenda 30). This is done
through immune system suppressants like mercury, formaldehyde and other heavy metals
and radioactive chemicals, or by introducing incurable diseases like AIDS and EBOLA, and
through the introduction of nano-chips, nanobots, RFID chips and other programmable micro
devices that are pre-loaded into vaccination needles.
Neil had seen enough so in early July he lit the fuse.

This post is about a highly suppressed interview given by a vaccine researcher who had
spent years in the heart of the industry and was finally disillusioned enough to speak out.
This was his story of how good intentions for mankind had been twisted into a horrendous
monster disease destroying societies bit by painful bit.
This interview had many revealing statement like these:Q: There are medical historians who state that the overall decline of illnesses was not due to
vaccines.
A: The decline of disease is due to improved living conditions.
Q: Are some vaccines more dangerous than others?
A: Yes. The DPT shot for example. The MMR. But some lots of vaccines are more
dangerous than other lots of the same vaccine. As far as I’m concerned, all vaccines are
dangerous.
Q: Why?
A: Several reasons. They involve the human immune system in a process that tends to
compromise immunity. They can actually cause the disease they are supposed to prevent.
They can cause other diseases than the ones they are supposed to prevent.
Q: Why are we quoted statistics which seem to prove that vaccines have been tremendously
successful at wiping out diseases?

A: Why? To give the illusion that these vaccines are useful. If a vaccine suppresses visible
symptoms of a disease like measles, everyone assumes that the vaccine is a success. But,
under the surface, the vaccine can harm the immune system itself. And if it causes other
diseases – say Meningitis – that fact is masked because no one believes that the vaccines
can do that. The connection is overlooked.
Q: So you’re saying that we have been treated to a false history?
A: Yes. That’s exactly what I’m saying. This is a history that has been cooked up to
convince people that vaccines are invariably safe and effective.
Q: Okay, What contaminants did you find in your many years of work with vaccines?
A: All right. I’ll give you some of what I came across and I’ll also give you what colleagues
of mine found. Here’s a partial list. In the Rimavex measles vaccine, we found various
chicken viruses. In polio vaccines we found acanthamoeba, which is a so called ‘Traineating” amoeba. Simian cytomegalovirus in polio vaccine. Simian foamy virus in the
rotavirus vaccine. Bird-cancer viruses in the MMR vaccine. Various micro-organisms in the
anthrax vaccine. I’ve found potentially dangerous enzyme inhibitors in several vaccines.
Duck, dog, and rabbit viruses in the rubella vaccine. Avian leucosis virus in the flu vaccine.
Pestivirus in the MMR vaccine.
Also, most people don’t know that some polio vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, rubella and
hep A and measles have been made with aborted human fetal tissue.
Q: What about the combined destructive power of a number of vaccines given to babies
these days?
A: It is a travesty and a crime. There are no real studies of any depth which have been
done on that Again, the assumption is made that vaccines are safe, and therefore any
number of vaccines given together are safe as well. But the truth is, vaccines are not safe.
Therefore the potential damage increases when you give many of them in a short time
period.
Of course this is just a small start to this list, but we hope that you are beginning to
understand why YOUR FREE CHOICE to get that shot is so very important. Then consider
your own children, parents and friends who are lining up for that annual “FLU SHOT” or the
latest vaccine cure for the latest created virus or disease!
This interview was by a vaccine scientist with years of laboratory experience, so who do you
choose to BELIEVE? A GLOSSY Big Pharma Ad, your GP who gets a big bonus with every
shot, a paid-for politician OR YOUR OWN COMMON SENSE.
READ THE LABELS. Listen to what the “SIDE EFFECTS” are. Be INFORMED FIRST!

A final quote:I know that may be hard to accept, but it’s true. The medial cartel, at the highest level, is
not out to help people, it is out to harm them, to weaken them. To kill them.
It is always a challenge to buck the authorities. And only you can decide whether to do it.
It is every person’s responsibility to make up his/her mind.
The medical cartel likes that bet. It is betting that the fear will win.
Please take the time to read this July 2018 post. It is pertinent to TODAY and to YOUR
TOMORROW.
This was Neil’s last slam dunk post for several months as by mid-July he was back in
Indonesia performing some very interesting rituals that he had to pass to become “The
AMANAH”. That exciting adventure is coming up NEXT.

